Abstract-In this two-part paper, a common algebraic framework is introduced for the frozen-time analysis of stability and H"-optimization in slowly time-varying systems, based on the notion of a normed algebra on which local and global products are defined. Relations between local stability, local (near) optimality, lotal coprime factorization, and global versions of these properties are sought.
I. INTRODUCTION
HIS two-part paper considers the problem of adaptive opti-T mization using H" and frozen-time methods, continuing the work started in [22] .
The ability to adapt or learn from experience is limited to those aspects of data which persist or, at most, vary slowly with time. It seems worthwhile, therefore, to single out features of optimization which are peculiar to slowly time-varying systems. '
There are results from the 1960's on the stability of such systems [13] , [5] , which were obtained using contraction and monotonicity ideas and doing frozen-time analysis on a case by case basis. In the course of trying to extend those ideas to H" optimization, it became apparent that a common framework for these problems, extracting their recurrent algebraic properties, is possible.
The framework introduced here involves a space of input-output maps which approximately commute with the shift, and which are represented by Volterra operators in the time-domain and "local" transfer functions in the frequency domain. Two prcducts are defined on this space, one global and the other local, creating the notion of a double algebra of operators. Local and global versions of properties such as spectrum, stability, optimal sensitivity, and coprime factorization can be defined in terms of these two products, and relations established between them, enabling global properties to be deduced from the more easily computed local ones, in systems that vary slowly.
In a nontrivial theory of adaptive optimization, the effects of fEEE Log Number 9041413. Despite the existence of more general theories of optimization for time-varying systems, e.g., [FFI, which have yet to be exploited to produce controllers causally dependent on data.
persistent disturbances, say in I", have to' be considered. H" interpolation theory is usually set in a Hilbert space and in that setting is restricted to transient or periodic disturbances. One possibility is to abandon H" altogether and turn to I ' kernel optimization, but then most spectral information is lost, together with the extensive qualitative insight which spectral data provides. The alternative chosen here is to relate H" frequency-domain properties with I' kernel behavior via the device of an approximate isometry between certain frequency and exponentially weighted time-domain norms. (The results obtained here for I " input-output disturbances can be modified for the simpler case of I* disturbances which have been treated elsewhere [26] .) Part I sets up the basic notions of a double algebra in the time and frequency domains, and applies them to deduce relationships between local and global stability for feedback systems with stable components. Classical frozen-time stability results, including a Nyquist-type frequency-domain condition [13] and an example of Desoer's [5] , are reinterpreted in terms of a relationship between local and global spectra.
Part II is concerned with adaptive sensitivity reduction foi stable plants, based on local H" interpolation. An explicit (double) algebraic expression for adaptive design is obtained and is applied to an example involving rejection of narrowband disturbances of uncertain frequency in which the local optimum depends Lipschitz continuously on the data. Notions of adaptive and robust (nonadaptive) sensitivity minimization are introduced, and adaptive minimization is shown to give better sensitivity than H" optimal robust minimization.
However, it is shown that, in peneral, H" optimal interpolants do not depend Lipschitz continuously on data. On the other hand, 6-suboptimal interpolants of the [ 11 central (maximal entropy) type are shown to have a Lipschitz dependence on data, and can serve as a basis for frozen-time design.
Relations between local and global coprime-factorizations are summarized in [25] and will be reported in a separate article.
Previous Results: Stability conditions for systems with slowly time-varying parameters go back to the 1960'~-1970's. The notion of frozen-time stability in an input-output setting, using moving window averaging, was introduced in Freedman and Zames [13] . Closely related conditions in a state-space setting were introduced by Desoer and students, (see, e.g., [5] ) and are described in [8] . Algebraic approaches to input-output feedback go back to the same period, culminating in generalized coprime-factorization [7] and operator-norm sensitivity minimization [29] . Feintuch and Francis obtained an early result on optimization of time-varying systems based on Arveson's theory [lo] . The sensitivity and well-posedness of H" interpolants with respect to data is discussed in a recent paper by Smith [ 181, from a different point of view.
For contemporaneous approaches to time-varying systems, see Khargonekar and Poolla, [16] E" and R n x n denote n-tuples and n x n matrices over a ring R. @" is viewed as a Euclidean space; for x E @" the conjugate transpose is X* and norm I x I = ( x * x ) ' / ' . For a matrix K E GnX", I K 1 is its largest singular value.
I,"[ a, b ] , 1 I p I 00, U 1 1 , denotes the space of sequences u(t), t = a, a + l ; . . , b, t € 2 , either of vectors in @" or matrices in Gnx" for which sup I u ( t ) I u ' c o o for p = 00.
t a u , bl
The dimension n will usually be suppressed in notation. Occasionally, it will be emphasized by the symbols (I,P[a, b])" or
H,P, 1 I p s 00, U 2 1, denotes the H P space either of @"-vector or GnX"-matrix functions K ( z ) on the disc 1 z I < U for which 1) K(.)ll Hg := 11 K ( u ( * ) ) 11 H p H,P is viewed as a .
subspace of L,P, the space of LP functions of the circle of radius U . 
t = -01
9( U) will also be represented by Fi.
defined for tcZ by F -' ( K ) € 1 : denotes the inverse transform of any KEL', Functions in I,P will be denoted by lower case letters, in H,"
by capitals, and operators in either space by boldface capitals.
II,, t c 2 denotes the truncation operator which maps any linear-space sequence f( 7 ) , 7 E 2, into f,( 7 ) , where f,( 7 ) = f ( 7 ) for 7 5 t , f,(7) = 0 elsewhere.
II. LOCAL-GLOBAL ALGEBRAS IN THE TIME-DOMAIN
Freezing will be applied to operations as diverse as inversion, factorization, optimization, etc. If performed on a case-by-case basis, freezing can become extremely unwieldy. The alternative taken here will be to extract the common features of the various freezing operations, albeit at the cost of some extra abstraction and notation at the outset.
The standard setup for input-output stability [28], [8] will be used. Stable systems will be represented by elements of a normed linear space of causal bounded linear operators denoted by B. Unstable systems will lie in a (larger) "extended" space Be. These spaces will be specialized to convolution operators on I"( -00, 00) as follows.
Let A denote the Banach space of @"-valued functions I"( -a,=). (Later, in 
A . Local Systems
If an operator K E Be changes greatly over time, it can not be approximated globally by a single time-invariant system. Instead, frozen-time analysis employs a sequence of time-invariant systems, K , , t E 2, each of which approximates a sIowly varying K in a neighborhood of a particular t . Coupling i.e., the kernel of K , is a Toeplitz matrix determined by a single row of the matrix k(7, e). The terms local and frozen-time will be used interchangeably.
Although in general the notation K , will denote the local system of K E Be at time 7 E Z, an exception will be made in the case of II,, which denotes a truncation operator at 7 .
B. The Normed Double Algebra B
We define two products on the space Ele: 1) The usual composition product, which will be called the global product, 'Other choices of K,, involving combinations of averaging and freezing are possible (see Remarks 2.1, 2.2). but this one seems to give the simplest theory where the sole information about K is that it vanes slowly. and denoted explicitly by e , although that symbol, as usual, will mostly be suppressed in notation, i.e., F K = FK; and 2) a local product, denoted by 8 and defined as follows: for any F , K E Be, F @ K is the unique operator in Be whose local operators satisfy
A double algebra is any subspace of Be which is equipped with both products and is an algebra with respect to each one. In particular, the space Be equipped with both products is clearly a double algebra. Henceforth, the symbol Be will denote this double algebra.
A normed double algebra ( (2.4b)
In particular, the space B equipped with both products, and with local and global norms taken to be equal to 11 llB is an NDA.
In the following text assume B to be a NDA so equipped. Relations between local and global properties will depend upon the following.
C. The Local-Global Coupling V : Be x Be + Be defined by This is expressed by the product difference binary operator
We seek a relation between local and global invertibility in a normed double algebra A, as this determines stability. Observe first, that K E B~ has a global inverse in Be if and only if k( t , t ) is invertible in G n x n for each t E H (for then K decomposes into the sum of a memoryless invertible operator and a strictly causal one). Conditions for local invertibility in Be are identical to global ones. However, in a general normed double algebra A this will not be true, and we get the following inversion results.
Let A be any normed double subalgebra of Be (not necessarily complete) with global norm 11 * 11 subject to the norm characterization property PI: K E A @ (~, K ) E A V t E Z and supIln,K\\ < 00, where {n,},,, is the family of truncation operators, e.g., B is certainly so characterized by its norm )I provided 11 K 0 V K 11 < 1 in which case, since the bound (2.9) holds for all t E Z, K -' is in A. Expressions (2.6a), (2.6b) now follow from (2.8), (2.9). The proof of (2.7a), (2.7b) is obtained similarly by multiplying K K o by K -' on the left.
b) The proof remains valid under the specified interchange. 0
The condition that K VG is small will be related to the smallness of the commutant of G with the shift, i.e., to slow variation of the kernel in the time domain, or, in Section III, of the transfer function in the frequency domain. First, however, we summarize some elementary algebraic identities involving shift invariant and memoryless operators.
D. Algebraic Identities
The ensuing identities are obtained more or less immediately from the definition of 8 and V .
Let T E B denote the shift, (Tu)(t) = u(t -l), t E Z. An operator G E Be is shift-invariant if its commutant TG -GT (i.e., with the shift) vanishes. From the definition of 8
for all K E Be, implying that all operators are locally shift-invariant. The term shift invariant will be reserved for the global property. If G is shift invariant then
From these identities, the commutant of K is precisely the difference between the local and global products of K and the Shift
The simplicity of this relation of the V operator to the commutant is noteworthy.
T K -K T = T V K . (2.12)
For any F, K , and shift-invariant G in Be i.e., (All,)(/:) is an invariant subspace of K . The identities (2.1 l), (2.13) which were previously shown to hold for G shift invariant, also hold for G arbitrary if K has no memory. In the last case, if F is arbitrary
Any F E B can be expressed as a Volterra sum or equivalently as a linear combination of powers of T W F -F(')T' (2.14)
in which F(') E B, r = 1,2, * a , are operators without mem0ry3 whose kernels satisfy f ( r ) ( t , 7 ) = f ( t , t -r ) when 7 = t , f ( r ) ( t , 7 ) = 0 elsewhere. Series convergence here is weak 1' convergence, defined as follows:
Definition: A sequence of operators K , E B weakly ( I 1 ) converges to K E B iff given any U E lm( -O D ,~) and any functional f (with kernel) in Ii( -OD, m), f: I"( -OD,OD) -* @, the sequence f( K,u) converges to f( Ku).
FVK can now be expressed as a linear combination of comrrutants T' VK ( = T'R -KT') with coefficients in B.
Proposition 2.1: T V K I oincides with the commutant (2.12)
where F(') has no memory, and the series weakly (1') converges in B. Proof: Equation (2.12) follows the identities T V K = TK -T @ K (by definition of V ) and T @ K = K @ T = K T (from the definition of @ and the shift invariance of T ) . The expression (2.14) for F gives 
T.
4This coincides with the usual weak operator convergence provided the domain of operators in B is taken to be A' (i.e., modulo the equivalence mentioned in Section I), the dual-space of A' being /'(-OD, OD). Equation (2.15) suggests that F VK is small whenever K has a small commutant with T and the memory of F decays quickly enough, motivating the following development.
E. Slowly Time-Varying Systems and Exponential Memories
The (time) variation-rate of K E Be in any given norm 11 11, (2.16) denoted by d l l . , , ( K ) is dll . 11 ( K ) := 1) KT -TK 11. K will be said to commute approximately with the shift if dll. K ) < 11 K 11. Actually, dll. 11( K ) will also be required to be small in relation to certain other constants as yet to be specified, and the term "approximately" is included mainly as a reminder of intent.
whenever the kernel of F satisfies the summability assumption y := sup! E,"==, 1 rf(t, t -r ) I c OD. However, this kind of summability is not preserved under both ( a , @ ) products. Instead, we focus on the stronger assumption that operators have exponentially decaying I' memories.) I)((T) be the function from operators K E Be to R defined by ~~K~~~, , ) Pro08 It is shown in Appendix I, proposition Al. 1 that E ,, is a normed algebra under the local and global products, and therefore a normed double algebra (with local and global norms equal to 1) (I (, , )). From the Volterra sum representation of operators in E,, by kernels in the complete space I:, it can be deduced that E,, is complete, and is therefore a Banach double algebra.
From (2.13, (2.14), we get for the kernel g of P VK -a!G@K)] V ( G @ K ) ) I , < 1 .
0
Unfortunately, Corollary 2.1 involves the estimation of the 1'-kernel norm of an inverse, which is seldom an analytically tractable object, and we will therefore emphasize alternative methods in the frequency domain. First, however, an example of Desoer [5], which is nicely tractable, is included to illustrate the symbolism.
Example 2.1: Stability of the difference equation
~( t )
= G,x(t -1) + F,u(t), t E 2 (2.21)
x(t), u(t)EW"; G,, ER"^", is tobededucedfromitslocal properties. If U E P( -00, Q)) and G,, F, are bounded functions of t E Z, (2.21) can be expressed in operator form 2~, the rate bound is better than ee2j4y. Remark 2.1: It would appear that frozen-time analysis is distinguished from usual perturbation analysis in that the object perturbed is not any particular operator but rather a method of computing products. Double algebras capture this fact.
Remark 2.2: Our particular choice of local system K, seems natural if K is assumed to be slowly varying in the sense of having a commutant norm (2.16) near zero. Other choices of K, might be better under other assumptions. For example, consider the map { *},: B -+ B, K + { K},, where the kernel k,(-) of { K}, is an average of the past of the kernel k( e , * ) of K, namely k,(6) = X c(r-r)k(7, 7 -6) r = -w where 0 cc 1, AX:, -,-,,{(' -' ) = 1. The choice of local system { K}, would seem more appropriate if the slow variation assumption were valid for the averaged operator as opposed to the original K.Whatever the choice of local system, the local product (2.3) and double algebra framework would be preserved.
G. Nests of NDA ' s
In preparation for the frequency domain, let us axiomatically introduce a recurrent concept which is exemplified by the parametrized family {E,,} of double algebras.
Definition: A continuous nest of NDA's is a set {A,,} of nontrivial normed double subalgebras of E3 depending on a parameter U , U 2 1, with the following properties: 1) { A,} is monotone by containment, i.e., A,, C A, C B if 1 5 U I U,, containment being strict whenever 1 # U # U,.
2) For KEA,,, the local and global norms, 11 KllL and 11 K llf, depend continuously on U and are monotone in U , i.e., if 1 < U c U, then 11 K 11 5 const. 11 K 11 ," I const. 11 K )I Eo for every combination of local/global norm superscripts (a, b, c) chosen from ( g , I), the constants being independent of K.
3) Each NDA A, is characterized by the global norm 11 * 11 f according to property P1 of Section 11-C.
A NDA is continuously nested if it is in the nest or is a union of nest elements of the form A := U , >ol{A,}.
The NDA's in this paper all satisfy an additional inequality, linking local-norm rates of change to global behavior, which, however, is not part of the nest definition. For U U, Notation: K will denote the sequence { Y ( K , ) } , 7 E U, of local transfer functions of K. In the case of shift-invariant K, all elements of that sequence ar_e identical. In that special case, to keep the notation simple, K will also denote a particular element of the sequence in H a . The context will be relied upon to resolve the ambiguity.
The local product is equivalent to a sequence of transfer function products, (G €3 K), = (G,)( K,).
Although operators in B (in E, ) have local transfer functions in H" (in H,"), the reverse is not true. B and E, have no precise characterizations in terms of transfer functions. To deal with operators initially specified in the frequency domain, we turn instead to subalgebras of B which have such a specification. 
E,). Equip E,, with local and global norms
E,, is now a normed double algebra, and conforms to our definition of being continuously nested, as E, = U ,
Although the space E, is not closed in either norm, the extenled version of the Inversion Lemma, Lemma 2.2 will apply nevertheless.
p, will be the algebra of choice for problems initially specified in the frequency domain. The two norms will serve to compute local-norm approximants to global-norm behavior.
Remark 3.1: The closure of the space E, in the kernel norm 6Note that for time invariant K, the notations ~y ) ( k ) and 1) k 11 Lg coincide, and will be used interchangeably.
These three spaces are related by the inclusions Also, Buo C E, for U < uo. Of the three spaces (3.2), only E, is a normed double algebra with both time and frequency dom& characterizations.
A . An Auxiliary Time-Domain Norm
There is now a double algebra E,, which ( Assume the space E3 and global algebra QE3 to be equipped with the family of auxiliary operator norms 1) * ll(I(o), 1 < U 5 W.
The norms in this family inherit from A equivalence to each other and to the I"-induced operator norm on any K E B. That 'The term "approaches" must be suitably interpreted (see Section III-D 
II -II Nu).)
In view of the eq~ivalence of 11 employ 11
and will do so in the rest of Section III.
11 N u ) as the global norm for E3 in place of 11
The time and frequency-domain norms are related by inequalities. The main ones are listed in the next two propositions whose proofs, together with subsidiary inequalities are in Appendix II.
In Propositions 3.4-3.5, 1 < U 5 00, t E Z, and 2 5 p I W . and K commutes approximately with the shift whenever a , , ,
The constant
Prooj! Follows (A1.4) of Appendix I. Eu0, U, > 1, and S' has uniform radial growth, then
E. Frozen-Time Stability in the Frequency Domain
Although the initial reason for introducing double algebras was to deal with adaptive optimization, their chief application in Part I is to obtain frozen-time conditions for stability in the frequency domain. The main idea here is to introduce notions of local spectrum and local resolvent to parallel the global (i.e., usual) ones. Most classical frequency domain conditions of the frozen-time type can then be incorporated in a statement linking 
D . Remarks on Variable Rates
In adaptation problems, the variation rate of a system is often adjustable, e.g., by reduction of the rate of change of its (memoryless) gain parameters, in a way which distorts timescales but in a certain sense preserves local values and, especially, preserves operator norms. We wish to describe the behavior of such a system as rates approach zero. The details of how rate variation is achieved can be complex in discrete time, and can be disregarded for our purposes except as follows.
Definition: The rate d , ( . ) of an operator K E E,, is variable towards 0 if K is an element of a set of operators K ( p ) depending on a parameter p such that' 1) p has values in R+ with zero as limit point; and for some
3) the local norm 11 K ( p ) 11 (, , ) is invariant with p .
A A s i d a r definition is made for the transfer function rate a, ( K ) under local norm CL,,(.) (replacing d,( K ) and (1 1) (,,)).
Remark 3.2:
In (3.14), if the operators G, K, F have rates a, (. ) variable towards 0 and approaching 0, and U 1, then (3.14) implies that the auxiliary time-dopain norm (( Slid,,) approaches the transfer function norm &SI); in this sense, the two norms are asymptotically isometric. Remark 3.3: This asymptotic isometry can be deduced without assuming uniform radial growth or using (3.14). An alternative inequality based on the continuity of pu( e ) versus U can be Ebtained as follows. For S, S' defined as in (3.8) and in some Euo, U, > U, the inequalities local and global resolvents.
The spectrum Spec,(K) of an operator K in a normed algebra A is the set { X E G: (XI -K ) has no inverse in A}. The resolvent set Res,(K) is the complement of the spectrum, and the y-sublevel set of that resolvent is 
IV . CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main point here is that by introducing notions of local spectrum and global spectrum it is possible to unify a lot of apparently diverse frozen-time results. Applications to stability analysis are typified by Corollary 3.1, which is the main result of Part I. Applications to optimization and factorization will follow in Part 11.
Although a particular approach to freezing was used, the key features of the double algebra structure, including the local product and V operator, hold more generally.
APPENDIX I
THE ALGEBRAS E ( I AND (I Proposition AI.1: The spaces E U and E, under the norm ((((I) and either a) the global product, or b) the local product,
Proof:
(1 is a normed algebra, and E u is a Banach algebra. a) Under the global product, for any K , M in E, it will be I 1 KM II ((I) 5 II K I 1 ((I) I 1 M I 1 ( U ) (A1 .l) which implies that E u is a normed algebra for each U 2 1. It then follows, from the representation of any K E E U by a Volterra sum with kernels in the complete space 1; of bounded 1;-norm, that the normed algebra E U is complete and therefore a Banach algebra. If K , M are actually in the space E u , they are in some common ISoo, U, > U , which has been shown to be an algebra, and therefore KM E E (Io, which implies KM E i.e., is a normed algebra under the global product. To prove (Al.l), let F := KM, and denote the kernels of After taking suptsg of (A1.2), we conclude that SUP,^^ f ( t , t - Also, it will be shown that the expressions G VK and GK -(G 63 K), truncated by II, can be represented by operator series
where ( n , ( K -K,) can be resolved into a sum and then summed by
where lim denotes a limit in the sense of weak (I1) operator convergence. Such a limit implies that lim , ~ -o3 11 n,( K, -K,)ull = 0 for U E A , i.e., the limit is null (a fact which will also be used in the remaining inequality proofs). Therefore, for U E A by A2.2, which yields (A2.3) for p = 00. where U, has been resolved into B(An,). Now, for any FE B, ( A n , ) F = (AIIJF,, so G and K can be replaced by G,, K, in the sums, which can be summed by parts to give (A2.4), after the observation that n,( G, -G,) and n,( K, -K,) both weakly To prove (A2.17j observe that from the definition of pl(*) there are sets of exponepial inputs U,E I"( -CO, CO), U( t) (as K and X I are shift invariant)
